MEET THE CO-EDITORS

Marie Belluscio & I, Sandra Dellano have accepted the co-editorship of the ALAC Bulletin, fully aware of the responsibilities involved. We have been co-editors of a local club's bulletin and have served on their Board of Directors. We also have co-owned Lhasas for six years, under the name of SanMar's. We believe in upholding the standard of the breed and promoting that fading quality of Good Sportsmanship. It is our understanding, to promote these qualities you need communication - two ways; and each person must be ready to accept responsibility for what he or she verbalizes. We plan to make this bulletin your vehicle of communication. We are extending to everyone, the opportunity to submit material, thoughts, ideas, suggestions and editorials for publication. This first issue, is what we call a "no frills" bulletin due to all the back material that needed to be published. We plan to have columns available for everyone, for example:

1. Local Club Corner - will be for all local clubs to have and use as they deem appropriate.
2. Whelping Box - will be available for anyone to announce all those future champions.
3. Obedience Column - is for the Chairperson and any people who wish to share their information.
4. Editorial Column - This column is available for people to express their personal feelings. Remarks made here will not be the opinions of ALAC or the editors of the bulletin.
5. Pet Owners Column - is for all to ask questions and learn how to care for the pet Lhasa. There will be much more to come, plus we are ready to grow with the needs of the club.

Our next issue will be in February. This will be a Valentine issue, that will go to print after Westminster. The deadline for submitting material will be January 31, 1979.

LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

A.L.A.C. Members,

I want to report on A.L.A.C progress, or should I say, problems - since I took office on the 30th of May.

As you know, our records were stolen in July and we have been working very hard to reconstruct our paid up membership to date. If any of you know of anyone who has sent their dues and has not received a membership card kindly write to Mr. Paul Voight, 13745 Wellington
Crescent, Burnsville, MN. 55337, and tell him. He will immediately contact that party and rectify the matter. We need the cooperation of each and every member to solve this situation completely.

We also have had a major Futurity problem and we were forced to void the Mid West Grand Futurity winner due to an infraction of the rules and regulations of our Futurities. And, finally, our Bulletin Editor, Mr. Lynn Morgan has resigned due to personal reasons. We thank him for his good work on behalf of A.L.A.C. I have put the Bulletin in the capable hands of Sandra Dellano and Marie Belluscio. You will begin to receive the new Bulletin in December. I promise that it will be on time, interesting, and informative. Please, if you have anything to contribute, send it to the new editors for publication in the next issue. I hope that everyone will enjoy our new publication and we will try to keep the membership up to date on all events, decisions, and problems that we encounter.

Our immediate attention now that we have these things under control will be directed to having one Roving National Specialty beginning in 1980. We feel that so many local chapters are able to give point shows that the parent club should have one huge bang-up weekend and crown a "Grand Victor". Along with this will be educational programs and a general meeting. The Board meeting will be combined with a big dinner or dinners so that members from all over the U.S.A. and foreign countries can get together and have a great Lhasa time.

We also are working on a new CD Book and also have completed our voting on the sites and judges for the 1979 and 80 Futurities and Specialty. I have set up many committees and their results will be published separately.

A.L.A.C. sent a very interesting film made by the BBC, about the Delai Lhama which was taken a few years ago, to the Detroit Specialty in October. We understand that it was a big success and we sincerely hope that all our Lhasa folks enjoyed it. I was extremely disappointed that I was not able to get a quorum together for that time. I tried very hard but I just couldn't succeed. We have done our business by mail, however.

I am trying to put together a code of ethics with the help of my Vice President Marianne Nixon. I think we should have something of this nature for our members. All organizations need guidelines and high goals to aim for. It is a known fact that a code cannot be strictly enforced but my feeling is that we need to set high ideals for our Breeders to try and achieve.

Mary Cole is hard at work on the health problems and will report on the work being done by Dr. Finco and Davis in the next Bulletin. Do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions pertaining to A.L.A.C. I am always available to help anyone anytime.

Keke Blumberg
MINUTES OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

APRIL 22, 1978

The meeting of the Board of Directors was called to order at 9 AM by President Edmund Sledzik. Present were Stephen Campbell, Carolyn Herbel, Dick Hoyt, Ed Sledzik, Paul Voigt, and Janet Whitman.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and corrected. The secretary read the names of the proposed new members. The membership of all proposed members was approved by the Board.

A film was shown about Hamilton Farms.

A letter, written by Keke Blumberg, was read to the Board. She would like the proposed change for one National specialty to be voted on by the entire membership when it is ready. She also wants included in the minutes the following explanation of the problems with the Western Specialty.

1. The responsible parties did not contact the Delmonte K.C.
2. ALAC did not ask AKC for the designation of classes.

Plaques will be given out for all Past Presidents.

FUTURITY:
We will have to define what an "amateur handler" is and what is a professional handler. Dick Hoyt suggested that we let things stand the way it is not. The rule reads; breeder, owner, members of household or amateur substitute.

The Kentuckiana Lhasa Apso Club asked that we do away with writing to the board for approval for holding a Specialty. They want the parent Club, President or Secretary to issue permission. Paul Voigt will contact Kentuckiana Lhasa Apso Club and ask them to remit $10.00 for the Specialty.

Dick proposed that the President or Secretary can give permission for Specialties to be held.

TREASURERS REPORT: We have a cash balance of $3,265.00 Paul Voigt suggested dues to raised to $15 for a single membership and $20 for a family membership. Ed Sledzik and Paul Voigt will send suggested changes to the Constitution to the Secretary with a brief statement about dues within a few days. This will be sent out to the general membership.

FUTURITY SITES: Hawaii - Lhasa Apso Club of Hawaii for both 1979 & 1980

Western Futurity -
1979 - Cascade Lhasa Apso Club
1980 - Lhasa Apso Club of Southern California.

Southern Futurity -
1979 - Lhasa Apso Society of Atlanta
1980 - Lhasa Apso Club of Greater Houston

Eastern Futurity -
1979 - Merrimac Lhasa Apso Club
1980 - Lhasa Apso Club of Baltimore

Mid-Western Futurity -
1979 - Chicago Land Lhasa Apso Club
1980 - Heart of America Lhasa Apso Club

There are presently 35 litters registered to date.

Carolyn Herbel made a motion to waive the 90 day rule for registration of litter in Hawaii for one year. The rationale being that the United States had the 90 day rule waived for several years. This is Hawaii's first year and they were only notified in March that they would have a futurity. Dick Hoyt will send a letter to the Lhasa Apso Club of Hawaii to notify them that the 90 day rule will be waived.
CH - CD BOOKS -

Cost for 1,000 copies ... $7,620
Revenue from Paid ads ... 6,090
$1,530 gross

investment for 866 copies.
Revenue from sales to date $624.
750 books are left to be sold. To break even, we must sell 302 books. Letters will be sent to all regional clubs asking them to take orders for the CH-CD Books. A display copy will be sent to each Secretary. The Board authorized the Editor to go ahead and search out the economics for 1978. We are trying to get reduced printing costs.

Carolyn Herbel suggested that some concession booths may let us leave some books on their counters and help us sell them. The price of the CH-CD Book will not be changed at this time.

Ed Sledzik read proposed "Guide Lines" for clubs hosting ALAC Specialties. This will give each club a standard format which they may follow.

The meeting was adjourned at 10:30 AM
Respectfully submitted,
Janet Whitman, Sec.

BOARD MEETING JUNE 1978

The meeting of the Board of Directors was called to order at 1 PM by President Keke Blumberg. Present were: Keke Blumber, Stephen Campbell, Dick Hoyt, Phyllis Marcy, Shirley Scott, Ed Sledzik, Raena Wilks, Janet Whiteman & Barbara Wood.

The minutes of the April meeting were read and corrected.
It was announced that the tablecloth from the Baltimore Area Lhasa Club is in the possession of the President.

New Membership: Jeanne Holsapple was approved by the board for membership.

President Keke Blumberg presented a Calendar of events of Club activities for each month.

Ed Sledzik moved that the Secretary be given permission to approve Local Specialty Show applications providing that:
1. It is not in conflict with National Specialty or Futurities.
2. Application is in order and a check is enclosed.
If the Secretary is not available, the President may approve the application.

TREASURER'S REPORT: (read by Keke Blumber.)

Current Balance: $3,873.00
441.00 committed to '79 Futurities
2,940.00 current paid membership
490.00 carried over

Membership: 183 Single memberships (pd for '78 66 family memberships and '79) 9 foreign membership

Paul Voigt requested that as a general policy, all checks be made out to ALAC and all transactions go thru ALAC books. The Treasurer recommended an increase in dues due to increased costs including postage.

The following Committees were set up:
1. Finance Committee - Dick Hoyt, Paul Voigt, and Marvin Whitman.
2. Membership Committee - Raena Wilks
3. Awards Dinner - Raena Wilks (Raena will check the facilities available at Lincoln Center for dinner as to meeting room and food.)
4. Awards Committee - Steve Campbell, (Barbara Wood will assist.) Steve Campbell suggested that if the Annual Specialty is in May, the Awards be given in conjunction with the Specialty.
5. Futurity - Dick Hoyt
6. Eastern Specialty - Ed Sledzik, advisor to the Chairman
7. Health Committee - Mary Cole

Ed Sledzik advised us that in order for us to increase the dues for Family Membership to $15 and individual Membership to $10 it would be necessary to change the Constitution and By-Laws. This would also be required if we change the date for new officers to take office on July 1st with the Annual Elections in May or June.

Dick Hoyt suggested that the "amount of dues" be taken out of the Constitution, and the amount of dues be determined by the Board of Directors. Our "Official Year" should be from July 1st to June 30th. After 90 days after the start of the year (July 1st) membership will lapse.

FUTURITY - The number of nominations are greater than usual. There are two new futurity areas, Southern and Hawaiian. There is one litter already nominated from Hawaii. Angie Taylor was commended for the excellent job she did with the Eastern Futurity.

Mid-West Futurity - Shirley Scott, Chairperson reported a problem had arisen regarding the Grand Futurity Winner for 1978. The member had entered the dog in the Futurity and the Point Show held in conjunction with it as required, but then left before the Point Show was held with the unentered dog who had become ill and did not compete in the Point Show.

Ed Sledzik made a motion that we ask the girl in question to write a letter to the Board or to see us at our next meeting in October to present her side and to answer any questions the Board may have. Motion seconded and passed. Dick Hoyt will contact her regarding the motion.

CH-CD BOOK - Barbara Wood reported the following:
1. She will check on other publishers and printers to get prices.
2. Possibly change the book to cover two years to lower costs.
3. Each new member will get a note advising them about the book.

Dick Hoyt informed us that a question was raised by Jean Kausch regarding the money for freight and telephone calls. 100 books were received damaged and we were short 32 books.

Raena Wilks asked for a quantity of CH-CD Books which she will sell at the LACOGNY Match Show.

Carolyn Herbel will be our liaison representative for local chapters. She will send a letter to each club, introducing the new committee, with a brief statement of purpose. Each club will be requested to submit a current list of officers and advisors. Carolyn will inform the clubs of services available from ALAC such as the ALAC Pamphlet, packet explaining how to prepare for a Match Show. She would also be asking Clubs if they would be interested in having a copy of the CH-CD Book and if they would be willing to promote it for ALAC. The Club would also be asked if they would be interested in hosting an ALAC event such as a Futurity or Specialty.

AKC GAZETTE - Ed Sledzik will continue writing articles for the Gazette until we find someone willing to take over the job.
SPECIALTY SITES - Cascade Club will combine votes for indoor and outdoor sites. They will have a three day Show Weekend if they get the Specialty.

AKC DELEGATE REPORT - Stephen Campbell - The format for the Show Results has been changed in the Gazette. New AKC entry blanks are now being used.

NATIONAL SPECIALTY - Keke Blumberg will draft a proposal for ONE National Specialty. This will be a roving Specialty. It will bring "unity" to the club and bring everybody together. Motion was carried.

Commencing in 1980, the Specialty would be held in May or June. The Annual Meeting will be in conjunction with the Specialty. The Futurity may be held in conjunction with the Specialty. No region will host the Specialty more than once in four years. The sites will be chosen by the Board of Directors or membership for the 1st year. Thereafter, the membership will decide.

BULLETIN - Paul Voigt sent in a proposal that we have one yearly printed bulletin, as before, with the awards, banquets, health, grooming tips, activities, calendar of yearly events. Keke Blumberg will look into it.

PROGRAMS - Phyllis Marcy and Shirley Scott will be co-chairmen. Ed Sledzik will ask David Goldfarb for the film for programs.

The meeting was adjourned at 4:46 PM. The next Board Meeting will be held on Saturday, October 7th at 4 PM.

Respectfully submitted,
Janet Whitman, Sec.

ALAC GENERAL MEETING MINUTES
Ramada Inn, Tysons Corner, Va.,
April 21, 1978

The meeting was opened by President Ed Sledzik. An invitation was extended to attend the ALAC Board Meeting April 22, at 9 AM at Ed's home in Reston, Va.

No secretary's report.

Mr. Sledzik reports that the ballots for the Specialty Shows have been printed.

The Lhasa Apso column in the AKC Gazett concerns "One Specialty Show" -- comments welcome.

Problems concerning the Western Spec. Show were explained by Mr. Sledzik. Please when submitting a show site recommendation to ALAC, contact the show giving club first. Application must be complete so as not to be rejected. Mr. Sledzik read an example of a properly submitted show site nomination: (Problem with DelMonte -- person submitting application thought ALAC would contact DelMonte K.C. whereas ALAC presumed application procedures were followed and were complete.) General guide lines have been formulated for the club hosting an ALAC Spec. Show.

Film - Lhasas in the Early 50's can be seen at the Board meeting tomorrow 22 April, '78 at 9 AM

Treasurers Report: Paul Voigt announced that problems concerning the treasury have been brought to the attention of the board. An extensive report is being prepared. A raise in dues is being requested. Mr. Sledzik reminded all that once the present CH-CD Books are sold out, no more will be printed. Anyone interested in selling the CH-CD Books please contact Barbara Wood. Plaques from the Awards Program can be picked up
this evening.
Faith Kirk (Eastern Spec. Show Committee Chairman) conveyed her thanks to all exhibitors and participants which made a successful 1978 Eastern Spec. Show, and hopes that the ALAC treasury will get a boost as the trophies were completely paid by pledges. Faith announced that she and Mr. Kirk will now retire after having been show chairman for four shows. Faith presented the trophy table cloth to ALAC as a support of NCALAC to its parent club. Mr. Sledzik gave his thanks of appreciation.
Angie Taylor announced that entries for the Eastern Futurity close Wednesday of next week. Ads and dinner reservations still being accepted.
OLD BUSINESS: NONE
NEW BUSINESS: Discussion concerning one national specialty show - one large effort - easier to get people to come - cost effectiveness - energy conservation - one show, every one working together.
It would be difficult - not everyone could come but knowing there's only one Spec., one could save for the event - may not be every year.
Discussion of Futurities (5 regions now) Sweepstakes and O.B. along with Spec. Show.
ALAC members present say that every member should be allowed to vote on the issue of one Nat. Spec. Show rather than leaving the decision to the Board of Directors.
Questions arose concerning an award for Breeder/Owner, handled dog to BIS etc. Has been discussed by board. Award program to continue with no changes as breeders receive recognition through the R.O.M. and Breeder R.O.M. award. Meeting adjourned 9:10 PM
making the futurity such a success. Marianne Nixon, judge of futurity, thanked everyone participating and commented on the beautiful group of dogs which made such a superb entry. She felt that the futurity had a magnificent group of animals.

Results of the Committee who counted the ballots for the new Board:
President: Keke Blumberg
Vice President: Marianne Nixon
Treasurer: Paul Voigt
AKC Delegate: Steve Campbell
Board of Directors: Dorothy Benitez, Dick Hoyt, Shirley Scott, Mary Cole, Phyllis Marcy, Barbara Wook, Caroline Herbel, David Marshall, Raena Wilks, and Ed Sledzik, as outgoing president.

The new president, Keke Blumberg made the following pledges:
1. The parent club should be a true breed club and provide more information to members, films, literature, and educational programs.
2. Instill friendly comardarie.
3. Improve breed.
4. Promote specialty and futurity Shows.
5. Continue health programs.
6. Betterment of world of all dogs (in general.)
7. Unifying the club from one coast to the other.
8. Continue to publish the CH-CD Book.

Keke commented on the proposal to have one National Specialty with each area taking turns. She said it was not a decision of the board by of the membership at large. She added that by having two national specialities, it might serve to keep the members apart; that perhaps a roving specialty might be better. She noted the success of futurities. She asked for cooperation of the members on the committees.

The floor was thrown open for discussion. There was discussion on whether the specialties help to raise point schedules. The schedule and raising of the points was explained. Keke noted that the constitution allows business to be conducted by mail and added that the board cannot always get together.

Charles Wills, from Oklahoma City, noted that he was the only breeder in his area and asked for help in receiving literature on Lhasas from parent club as his expenses to educate the public were quite high. It was suggested that pamphlets on grooming and health be prepared by parent club.

The meeting was adjourned at 9:01

Minutes taken by Barbara Chevalier

---

**ELECTION RESULTS**

**1979 FUTURITIES**

EASTERN-Liz Morgan
SOUTHERN-Shirley Scott
MID WEST-Phyllis Marcy
WESTERN-Leslie Ann Nixon
HAWAIIAN-Jean Kausch

**1980 FUTURITIES**

EASTERN-Georgia Palmer
SOUTHERN-Norman Herbel
MID WEST-Ellen Lonigro
WESTERN-Annette Lurton
HAWAIIAN-Carolyn Sledzik

**1979 SPECIALTIES**

EASTERN-Jack Russell
WESTERN-Al Likewise

**1979 SPECIALTY LOCATION**

EASTERN-Lhasa Apso Club of the Baltimore Area-Sunday, 11/25/79
WESTERN-Cascade Lhasa Apso Fanciers of Greater Seattle-6/9/79
AKC DELEGATES REPORT

October 25, 1978

Dear ALAC Member:

On September 12, 1978 I attended the quarterly meeting of the Delegates to the American Kennel Club, at the Biltmore Hotel in New York City.

The meeting was called to order by Mr. William Stifel, President. New Delegates attending their first meeting were introduced from the floor. I had the pleasure of introducing, Mr. Robert Sharp, a former President of ALAC as the new Delegate from the Mohawk Valley Kennel Club.

At the June meeting there was an objection to two Delegates, Mrs. Virginia Lipschultz and Mr. Harold H. Schintz. Therefore, it was in order to have a written ballot on these two candidates. The vote was:

Lipschultz, number of votes cast 237
  yes votes 104

Schlintz, number of votes cast 236
  yes votes 120

Following a reading of the report, the President declared the candidates not elected, as not having received the necessary two-thirds majority. I voted no on both candidates.

The meeting continued: Mr. Stifel spoke on various subjects:

1. Gazette Readership Survey: There has long been speculation as to who reads the Gazette and what specific parts or articles are of most particular interest to them. The study was designed to provide answers to these questions in general and specifically to the question of whether we should consider at this time, splitting the show awards section away from the main body of the magazine and selling it as a separate item.

The survey was of sufficient scope and reliability to provide fairly definitive answers as to the direction the magazine should take.

   "It seems clear, for example, that, at this time, we should not plan to split the book in half, selling the show awards section as a separate publication. Show awards is considered by far the most important single feature in the magazine. It is considered "extremely important" to over half the readers.

   "Although the vast majority of readers only read their own breeds for awards (80.1%), any reduction in the scope of the awards section would be unsatisfactory to two-thirds of these respondents. In other words, it would not be satisfactory to them for us to publish only WD, WB, BOB, BOW, BOS, plus the Groups and BIS, and it would not be satisfactory to them to publish only the first placement in each class, plus WD, WB, BOB and on up to BIS. They want all four placements in the classes. The GAZETTE is clearly a magazine for dog show people, as opposed to those involved in field trials, obedience, and other areas of the sport. Over 84% of the subscribers attend dog shows, but less than 10% attend field trials. The best liked articles were those on the veterinary-client relationship, the handler-client relationship, and the University of Pennsylvania annual symposium.

   "Nearly three-quarters of the readers own three or more dogs and only slightly less than three-quarters had bred a litter, with 22% of the readers claiming to have bred more than ten litters.

   "In the broadest terms, our readers seem to be a group of people highly intense in their pursuit of a quite technical body of information about dogs and dog shows. A full report of the survey will appear in a forthcoming issue of the GAZETTE."

2. Frozen Semen Project: Mr. Stifel spoke:

   "We are very pleased to announce to this meeting that the American Kennel Club, Baylor University-Institute of Comparative Medicine and its assistant director, Dr. Stephen W. J. Seager, have agreed that the frozen canine semen project, which AKC has funded since 1971, is now ready to enter its field application phase.

   "The exact requirements to meet our registration controls are being studied and developed at this time."


This is such an exciting development that we feel that our member clubs would want to know of its status.

The exact date that we can expect to start approval of registrations from approved frozen canine semen is near but still indefinite.

Rest assured that we will be reporting the status of this project regularly.

The AKC and Baylor University have agreed to set up a non-profit foundation to supervise the field use of this development.

"All funds generated by the use of this process will be ploughed back into canine research at Baylor University."

R. Staff then called for general business and recognized Mr. Smith, the Delegate of the Del Sur Kennel Club who said he had a matter of some importance which he felt should be brought before the Delegates. He called the attention of the delegates to the paragraph three of Mr. Belmont's letter, dated September 5, 1978 and read the paragraph: "Eleven of the twelve members of your Board of Directors who have frequently disagreed on other matters, nevertheless voted unanimously to request Mr. Lothrop to resign because they no longer have the confidence in his credibility."

He then moved the Delegates adopt the following resolution to be decided by a roll-call vote:

RESOLVED: that we, the Delegates, agree with, and fully support, the action of the eleven members of the Board of Directors in requesting the resignation of Mr. Lothrop. The motion was seconded. Following this there was a great deal of discussion and debate on the floor. The motion was finally voted on.

Votes for the motion 191
Votes against the motion 10
Abstentions 26

Mr. Lothrop had been corresponding with the Delegates as well as the press and as a member of the Board of Directors of AKC, was having great difficulty getting along with any of the members. This problem was getting larger and larger with every letter and I assume the AKC finally decided that they should bring it to the Delegates for support of their position.

Mr. Stifel then called on Mr. Carliberg to present some proposed amendments to the Rules for Basset Hound Field Trials, and a proposed amendment to the Rules for Pointing Breed Field Trials.

Upon motion duly made and seconded, it was VOTED to adopt the amendment to be effective immediately.

There being no further business to come before the meeting, the meeting was adjourned.

Respectfully submitted,
Steve Campbell

LOCAL CLUB CORNER

1978-1979 OFFICERS OF THE LHASA APSO CLUB OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

President........Olivette Roberts
853 Wilcox Avenue
Hollywood, California 90038

Vice President........Larry Fultz
Treasurer..........Mary Cole
Secretary........Sally Silva
1532 Sylvan Blvd.
Redlands, California 92373

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

George Gassett Linda Allen
Isabelle Loyd Doris Marquez
Elizabeth Sardegna

ALAC BOARD MEETING
SUNDAY - FEBRUARY 11, 1979
LUCHOWS RESTAURANT
STEINWAY ROOM 2nd Floor
1 P.M. SHARP!
LHASA WEEKEND '79 COMING!

The Lhasa Apso Club of Greater New York will host Lhasa '79 weekend. They will begin the weekend with their annual LACOGNY MATCH, Saturday, February 10, 1979, to be held at:

McBurney Branch of the YMCA
215 West 23rd Street
New York City
Between 7th and 8th Avenues

JUDGING the event: LOU LIEBERMAN

ENTRIES: 10 AM to 12 Noon
JUDGING: Promptly 12:30 PM
Major Pointed Dogs may be entered

CO-CHAIRPERSONS:
Fred Terman Office # 826-2000
xt. 2375
hm. 595-5726

Pam Lawson: hm. # 734-5187

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1979

THE AMERICAN LHASA APSO CLUB, INC.
SEVENTH ANNUAL AWARDS DINNER

Place: LUCHOW’S RESTAURANT
110 EAST 14th STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y.

Time: Meeting Promptly at 4 PM to 6 PM
Cocktails 6 PM to 7 PM (C.O.D.)bar
DINNER PROMPTLY at 7PM

Tariff: $16.75 per person (includes tax & gratuity) RSVP

MENU:
Assorted Relish Plate
Fruit Cup
PRIME RIBS OF BEEF
Roast Potato
Salad / Vegetable
Bread and butter
Chocolate Brandy Torte
Coffee or Tea

Valet and Street parking is available.

Chairperson: Raena Wilks
350 West 55th St. Apt. 2C
N.Y., N.Y. 10019
Phone: 212-581-9667 after 8 PM

Make your checks or money orders payable to: THE AMERICAN LHASA APSO CLUB, INC.

103rd YEAR
THE WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB
MADISON SQUARE GARDEN CENTER
NEW YORK CITY
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
FEBRUARY 12 and 13 1979
Closing Date: Jan. 5, 1979
LHASAS TO BE SHOWN ON MONDAY

ELIGIBILITY FOR CH-CD AWARDS

All ALAC members who have dogs eligible for CH-CD Awards, Please send information to:

Steve Campbell
Arden # 6 Village 2
New Hope, Pa. 18938

This information must be at Steve's by January 1, 1979. Please include Dog's Name, Sire, Dam and Date of Gazette where dog's championship was published.

AMERICAN LHASA APSO CLUB 1977 STUD DOG
REGISTER OF MERIT LISTING

Ch. Everglo’s Spark of Gold
Dorothy K. Lohmann 43 CH

Ch. Tibet of Cornwallis
Norman & Carolyn Herbel 38 CH

Ch. Chen Nyun Ti
Patricia Chencweth 21 CH

Ch. Orlane’s Dulmo
Larry Smith 21 CH

Ch. Kham of Norbulingka
Phyllis Marcy 20 CH

Ch. Tabu’s King of Hearts
Stephen Campbell 20 CH

Ch. Zijuh Seng Tru
Onnie Martin 20 CH

Ch. Chen Korum Ti
Patricia Chenoweth 19 CH

Ch. Colalie’s Shan Bangalor
Jean Edwards 17 CH
Ch. Karma Frosty Knight of Everglo
Maria Aspuru 14 CH
Ch. Kyi Chu Friar Tuck
Robert Sharp 14 CH
Ch. Arborhill's Bhran Dieh
Shirley & Charles Ruth 13 CH
Ch. Pan Chen Tonka Sonan
Nora Payne 13 CH
Ch. Chen Krisna Nor
Wendy Harper & P. Chenoweth 12 CH
Ch. Ruffway Marpa
Ellen Lonigro 12 CH
Ch. Arborhill's Rah Kieh
Darrell Smith 11 CH
Ch. Larrmar De-Tsen
Ellen Lonigro 10 CH
Ch. Gyal Kham Nag of San Jo
Marianne Nixon 9 CH
Ch. Hamilton Namsa
Dorothy Benitez 9 CH
Ch. Potala Keke's Tomba Tu
Keke Blumberg 9 CH
Ch. Ruffway T'Ang Chu
Georgia Palmer 9 CH

This listing is of the top twenty sires and not a complete listing of all ROM sires.

AMERICAN LHASA APSO CLUB, INC.
OFFICERS 1978-1979

President: Keke Blumberg
848 Winter Road
Rydal, Pa. 19046
Vice President: Marianne Nixon
13216 N.E. 40
Bellevue, Wash. 98005
Secretary: Janet Whitman
23 Great Oaks Dr.
Spring Valley, N.Y 10977
Treasurer: Paul Voight
13745 Wellington Crescent
Burnsville, Mn. 55337

AKC Delegate: Stephen G.C. Campbell
Arden # 6 Village 2
New Hope, Pa. 18938

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Dorothy Benitez
Mary Cole
Richard M. Hoyt
Phylis Marcy
Carolyn Herbel
David N. Marshall
Shirley Scott
Barbara Wood
Edmund R. Sleczik
Raena Wilks

29 Chase St.
White Plains
New York, 10606